30 Dec 1960

TO: Director
FROM: [ ]
ACTION: P R I O R I T Y
INFO:

PRITY DEF
FROM
RE:

1. RE: RECEIVED TWO LETTERS OPEN MAIL FROM OTTO SKORNZENT, MONTERIA 25-27, MADRID 14. PROPOSED TO TAKE COMMAND MILITARY MISSION COMPOSED VARIOUS EUROPEAN NATIONALITIES TO SERVE UNSPECIFIED COUNTRY. CONTRACTS PAYABLE SWISS BANK. COME [ ] DISCUSS WITH PRINCIPALS.

2. [ ] STALLED BY REMIYING INTERESTED, BUST NOW, WILL WRITE IN FEW DAYS. [ ] SUGGEST: [ ] SECOND LETTER SENT 29 DEC EXPLAIN BUSINESS PROBLEMS, WITH HEALTH, COST OF TRIP, ETC. IN ATTEMPT ESTABLISH SINCERITY OFFER, IDENTIFY AREA OF COUNTRY INVOLVED. EXPECT SKORNZENT REPLY BY 10 JAN. INTRODUCE [ ] 11 DEC TO EXPEDITE COMPANIES AND CONTACTS.

3. CAN ADDRESSSEE CONFIRM SKORNZENT ACTIVITIES, IDENTIFY TARGET COUNTRY.

4. [ ]
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